ENGAGE is...
- more than a simple repository of open data sets
- an intelligent social and collaborative space
- is a gateway for those who rely on PSI for professional or personal use

ENGAGE offers...
- a richer, semantically enhanced meta-data model
- seamless interoperation with existing open data repositories

ENGAGE will achieve...
- collaboration with important Open Data initiatives
- a sustainable link between PSI providers and consumers
- empowerment of researchers and citizens for PSI re-use

An Infrastructure for Open, Linked Governmental Data Provision towards Research Communities and Citizens

www.engage-project.eu | www.engagedata.eu | Email: engage@epu.ntua.gr

Join the LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/groups/ENGAGE-eInfrastructures-Project-3867416 | Twitter: @engage_eu | Facebook: www.facebook.com/engage.project